WELCOME TO THE

Conceived by Miguel Paredes, “The Wheelies” is an animated sitcom centering on an anthropomorphic (or
human-like) family of atomic-sized and lardaceous creatures, The Wheelies. The show is set in the fictional,
Orwellian world of Wheeland, part of a complex, microscopic universe within a paperclip found under the
presidential desk in the Oval Office. The show bases much of its humor on parodying American pop culture,
politics and the human condition.

THE WHEELIES TEAM

Miguel Paredes
ARtist
Artist and urban realist who combines the
exhilarating sense of New York graffiti art with the
skill and perceptiveness of realism. Miguel is
constantly adapting his technique and applying it to
new cultural trends like breaking into NFT art.

donovan jolley
D.I.Y. Investing
YouTube Host teaching everyday people about
Cryptocurrency and helping them earn life
changing money.

WHAT ARE THE WHEELIES

Over 30 years ago the Wheelies were originally developed as a comic strip appearing in New York
Newspapers. The show is set in the fictional, Orwellian world of WheelieWorld, part of a complex,
microscopic universe within a paperclip found under the presidential desk in the Oval Office. The
show bases much of its humor on parodying American pop culture, politics and the human condition.
The Wheelies themselves are represented on the Ethereum blockchain as an ERC20 NFT digital art
collectible that you can collect. In future episodes your very own Wheelie can be inserted in the
animated series as well as almost any other NFT you may own that you have commercial rights to.

STORYBOARD

STORYBOARD

THE WHEELIES INTRO

Click here to view on youtube

THE WHEELIES TRAILER

Click here to view on youtube

D.I.Y. NFT REVEAL

Click here to view on youtube

PRIMARY CHARACTERS

StuartWheelie
Stuart is the Big Poppa of the Wheelie family he is an
engineer by trade and the main provider.

CorneliusWheelie
Cornelius is always getting into trouble in some way shape
or form. What is he going to do next?

ElsieWheelie
Elsie is the socialite of the Wheelie family, she tends to talk
a lot and at times too much.

ElmaWheelie
Elma is the Big Momma of the Wheelie family she works from
home and does the hardest job of all keeping the kids in line.

JoseWheelie
Jose is the golden child of the family. He can do no wrong and
takes in his fathers footsteps of engineering and creating.

LilianWheelie
Lilian is the baby of the Wheelie family. She doesn't say
much aside from "Pee Pee Poo Poo", but her intelligence is
well beyond her years.

SECONDARY CHARACTERS

ErkelWheelie
I dont know if the chicken or the egg came first so I have
created both at the same time!

Ciara(Neighbor 1)
It takes a community to raise a village or something like
that, you want some cookies?

AlmaWheelie
Erkel! Erkel! What are you doing down
there!?

Tom(Neighbor 2)
I seemed to have lost my balls, found them they were in
Karens purse the whole time.

FlauraFauna
Things were much different in my time,, we use to
actually interact with each other in real life and even
picked up the phone to talk.

Karen(Neighbor 2)
You should put your mask on if you dont I'm calling the
police, 6 feet sir 6 feet.

Juan(Neighbor 1)
I bet you 1 ether right now I can drink this whole bottle of
Tequila in 28 seconds.

Selma
(Grocery Store )
So like do you want paper or plastic?

SECONDARY CHARACTERS

Vito(Gas Station)
Fahget about it, you got's no idea what's going on nada.

Buff(Gym Dude)

Freddie(Attorney)

Dude bro you gotta get to the gym man.

Hunter
Bad bad bad influencoooooor.

Lipstickel(Doctor)
Get yourself out of a pickle with Lipstickel

The Wheelieworld version of Saul.

Bertie
Yes excuse me, if you could please sit down. See I wear glasses
but they do not allow me the ability to see through you.

Dakota
A good friend is whats needed in times like these.

ABOUT THE WHEELIES NFT
The Wheelies NFT are represented on the Ethereum Blockchain as NFT’s which you can own.
A total of 7,777 Wheelie Characters will be minted each at a cost of 0.05 ether

ERC-20
The Wheelies Launch on
January 21-22nd on the
Ethereum Blockchain

andromeda

p2p

The Wheelies will also exist as a
mirrored NFT on the Metis
Andromeda Chain.

P2P model your NFT can have a
cameo with any NFT project you
own the commercial rights to.

NFT'S

CONTACT

https://thewheelies.io

@Wheelies_NFT

wheeliesnft@gmail.com

@Wheeliesnft

Wheelies NFT

@Wheeliesnft

The Wheelies

@Wheeliesnft

TERMS
The purchased NFT is digital art that has been digitally signed by the artist and is uniquely identified in the
blockchain and uploaded as a limited edition. The generated NFT is a proof of ownership and authenticity of
this edition of the digital art. The purchase of the NFT is final. The buyer purchases a signed and limited
edition copy of the digital artwork to own. Buyer acknowledges that ownership of an NFT does not carry
with it any rights, express or implied, other than ownership rights in the NFT (the digital artwork
tokenized by the NFT). Upon purchase, Buyer may access the digital file to view or print on any digital
device for personal use. Upon purchase, the buyer receives the right to use, distribute and display the
creation for non-commercial purposes only. Commercial use is strictly forbidden with exception of resale
without alteration or reproduction. Copyright to the art work and other reproduction rights remain with
the Artist. Purchasing a Wheelie is purchasing a digital art collectible and in doing so you absolve the
Wheelies NFT and associated team members and companies for any liability or loss you may incur through
interaction with an inappropriate contract, malicious actor or from your wallets being hacked. The Wheelies
NFT a is solely a digital art collectible. In purchasing a Wheelie you agree to these terms and conditions set
forth and agree that doing so is legal in your locality.

